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A general theory of uniform approximation with rational functions having
negative poles is developed. An existence theory is given and local characteriza
tion and uniqueness results are developed. Algorithms for computing these
approximants are given, together with numerical results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Let llm denote the space of all real algebraic polynomials of degree less
than or equal to m. For m = 1,2,... , define 9lm by

9lm = lR = P/Q: P E llm-l, Q(x) = j] (qiX + I), qi ~ 0 for all ;l
and!/tm by

!/tm = {R = P/Q: P E llm-l , Q(x) = (qx + l)m, q ~ O}.

Let [0, G:] be an interval where G: = 00 is permissible (in which case
[0, G:] = [0, 00)). LetfE C[O, G:], where we shall assume that lim",~oof(x) = 0
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if ex = 00. In this setting, we wish to study the following approximation
theory problems: Find

and

fLmU) = inf{llf - R IILoo[o.<X] : R E ~m}'

(1.1)

(1.2)

The motivation for this study is a recent paper of Saff et al. [7], where it is
shown that there exists a sequence {Rm};;;~l' with Rm(x) = Pm-l(x)(1 + x(m)m,
Pm-l E llm-l , such that

That is, {Rm(x)} converges geometrically to r X on [0, 00). In addition,
since the poles of Rm(x) are all real it follows that Rm(z) must converge
geometrically to e-Z in an infinite sector symmetric about the positive
x-axis [8]. An application of this theory is in the construction of numerical
solutions for solving linear systems of ordinary differential equations which
arise from semi-discretization of linear parabolic partial differential equations
(see [1, 7]). For example, as described in [7], consider the numerical solution
of the linear system of ordinary differential equations

d~~t) = -Au(t) + k,

u(O) = uo ,

t > 0,
(1.3)

where u(t) = [u1(t), ... , uit»)T is a column vector with n components and A
is an (n x n) positive definite symmetric matrix. The integer n is related
to the mesh size of the discretization and can be large. The solution to
(1.3) is given explicitly by

u(t) = A-1k + exp(-tA){uo - A-1k} (1.4)

for all t;): 0, where exp(-tA) ~ L::o (-tA)v/J)!. For computational
purposes one must approximate exp(-AtA). In [7] this is done by using
Rm(AtA) ~ (1 + (At/m) A)-m Pm_l(AtA), where Pm-l E llm-l is the solution
to inf{11 e-X

- P(x)((1 + x/m)m IILOO[O.oo): P E llm-l} = Pm. That such a Pm - 1
exists and is unique follows from the theory of best uniform approximation
with Haar subspaces; it can be calculated via the standard Remes algorithm
if one works on [0, b] with b sufficiently large. One then computes approxi
mations w(r) to u(r At) for r = 1,2,... , where w(O) = uo and

(1.5)
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Because of the special form of the denominator of Rm , W(r) can be obtained
from the repeated inversion of

(I + (L1tfm) A) gZ+1 = gz , O~l~m-l (1.6)

m times with go=§: (I + (L1t/m)A)mA-1k+ Pm_l(L1tA){w(r-l) -A-1k}. Nume~
rically, this method is attractive in that an LU factorization can be done for
1+ (L1tjm) A once and then ~ = W(r) can be calculated by performing a
forward substitution followed by a backward substitution m times. In
addition, the matrix 1+ (L1t/m) A will be a band matrix since A will have a
band structure inherited from the finite difference formulas used.

Thus, one is motivated to construct a similar numerical method built
around a "solution" R::' E!Jtm to (1.1). Hopefully, the increased accuracy
of approximating r'" with R::' will allow for a smaller choice of m in L1t/m.
The apparent disadvantage of this method compared to that described above
is that w(r) is now found by solving

Iii (I + qi L1tA)1 W(r)

1.=1 \

= Iii (I + qi L1tA)1 A-1k + P~_I(L1tA){w(r-l) - A-1k}, (1.7)
1.=1 I

which will involve increased computation, where R::'(x) = P:'-I (x)f
n:'1 (qiX + 1). We say apparent disadvantage since our numerical results
suggest that R::' E Pim • That is, R::' appears to give a rise to the same sort
of method as corresponding to Rm with increased accuracy for no additional
effort. In fact, this is known to be true in theory also, for the case that m = 2
[4] (R. S. Varga has informed us that this has also been done independently
by A. SchOnhage.) We will return to this case later.

In the next two sections we shall prove an existence theorem and local
characterization and uniqueness results for both !Jtm and Pim , and consider
the special case of approximating r'" on [0, 00) from Pim • Then we shall
describe an algorithm for computation with these spaces and give some
numerical results. Finally, we will close the paper with a listing of some
open problems.

2. THEORETICAL RESULTS

We begin this section with a proof of existence of best approximations
from !Jtm for each IE C[O, IX].

THEOREM 2.1. Fix IE C[O, IX] then there exists R* E!Jtm for which
111- R* II = inf{111 - R II: R E !Jtm } where II . 11 == II . Ilv>o[o.,,] .
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(2.1)

Proof Let us assume that I if'. fJtm , 0 E fJtm is not a best approximation
of I (i.e., IIIII > Am(f» and that max{f(x): x E [0, ex]} = 11/11. Note, if this
last condition is not met then we replace I by -I and proceed as below.
Thus, there exists a closed interval [a, b], b > a, such that [a, b] C (0, ex],
b is finite and min{f(x): x E [a, b]} = y > Am(f). Let X o = (a + b)f2 and
select {Rk}r~1 = {Pk/Qk}r~1 C fJtm such that (y + Am)/2 ~ III - Rk 11----+ Am
as k ----+ 00 (Am = Am(f». Thus,

y+Am y+Am
f(x) - 2 ~ Rk(x) ~ f(x) + 2

for all x E [0, ex]. Now, let us normalize Rk(x) by requiring that Qix) =
0:1 (ql k)(x - Xo) + I) where 0 ~ qlk) < l/xo . Note that this can be done
since Qk(X) is known to have all negative roots. Thus, if Qk(X) = O:~I(X - r;),
p ~ m and ri < 0 for all i = I, ... , p then we may rewrite it as

Set q?) = Ij(xo - ri) for i = I, ... ,p, qlk) = 0 for i = P + 1,... , m and
note that ri < 0 implies that 0< qlk) < l/xo for i = 1, ... ,p. Finally, the
constant (0:=1 (xo - ri»-1 is to be incorporated into Pix).

SinceI is bounded, we have from (2.1) that there exists a constant M > °
independent of k such that for all x E [0, ex]

(2.2)

Since {qlk)}i':I;r=1 C [0, Ijxo), we may extract convergent subsequences
(relabelling) such that qlk) ----+ qi E [0, Ijxo] for i = 1,... , m. Note that if
qi = l/xo then qi(X - xo) + 1 reduces to xfxo. Thus, Qix) converges
uniformly to Q on compact subsets of the real line. Now, (2.1) restricted
to [a, b] gives that there exist constants C1 , C2 both positive and independent
of k such that

(2.3)

for all x E [a, b]. Now, for x E [a, b] and qJk) E [0, Ijxo] we have that

q~k)(X - xo) + 1 ~ -l (b - a-;-b)+I=
2b

X o b+a

and

(k)( ) 1 ( a-;-b)+I=
2a

qi x - X o + 1 ~ - a-
b+aXo
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Thus, by (2.3) there exist positive constants Al , A2 independent of k,

such that

(
2a )m

Al = CI b + a ' (
2b )m

A 2 = C2 b + a '

(2.4)

for all x E [a, b). By compactness of bounded subsets of Ilm-I' we may
by (2.4) extract a convergent subsequence of {Pk } (relabelling) such that
Pk~ P E Ilm-I uniformly on compact subsets of the real line. By (2.2),
we have for all x E (0, ex], that

- M ~ P(x)(Q(x) ~ M (2.5)

since Q(x) > °for each x E (0, ex]. But (2.5) implies that P(x) must have the
same (or greater) order of root at °as Q(x). Thus, Q(x) can have at most
m - 1 factors of x(xo and upon canceling out common factors of P and Q,
we have that the resultant P/Q E fllm . Also, for x E (0, ex],

Iii) P(x) I l' Iii Pk(x) I l' \(x - Q(x) = k~~ (x) - Qk(X) ~ k~~ Ilf - R k II = 11m ,

Thus, by continuity Ilf - R II ~ Am , R = P/Q E fllm , completing the proof. I
The same proof also establishes

COROLLARY 2.2. Let fE C[O, ex]; then there exists R* E:Jim such that
Ilf - R* II = P-mU)·

Also, we would like to observe that existence when ex = 00 actually
holds for all fE C[O, 00) for which limx~ccf(x) exists and is finite by the
above proof. This is so since in the case limx~ccf(x) = Ilfll and If(x) [ < IIfll
for all x E [0, 00) then for n sufficiently large the interval [n, n + 1] can be
used for the interval [a, b] provided °is not a best approximation to f

Now, we wish to study the space :Jim. In what follows we shall prove a
local characterization and local uniqueness theorem for this space.

DEFINITION 2.3. R(x) = (PI + P2X + ... + Pmxm-I)/(qx + l)m E:Jim is a
local best approximation to fE C[O, ex] on [0, ex] if there exists 0 > Osuch
that if R(x) = (PI + P2X + ... + PmXm-I)(qx + l)m E:Jimand IPi - Pi I < 0,
i = 1,... , m and I q - q I < 0 then Ilf(x) - R(x)ll ~ Ilf(x) - R(x)ll. In
addition, if strict inequality holds whenever R(x) =1= R(x) then R is said
to be locally unique.

Before we can prove our local characterization theorem, we must prove
two lemmas. The first lemma states that :Jim has a local Hermite solvency
property of order one.
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LEMMA 2.4. Suppose R(x) = P(x)/Q(x) = (PI + P2X + ... + Pmxm-l)/
(qx + l)m E ~m is nondegenerate (i.e., P =t= 0 and P and Q have no common
factors) and q > O. Let 0 ~ ml ~ m2 and ml + m2 = m + 1. Suppose
{Yi}~':l C [0, ex] with Yi < Yi+lfor all i and {il ,... , im) C {I,... , m2}. Then there
exist°> 0 and 01 > 0 such that if IYi - Yi I ~ 01 and I Zi - R( Yi)1 ~ odor
i = 1, ... , m2 , I y~ - h I ~ 01 and I z; - R'(ji;}1 ~ 01 for j = 1,... , ml ,
then there exists ~xactly one R(x) = P(x)!Q(x) ~ (PI + P2X + ... PmXm-l)!
(qx + l)m E ~m with IPv - Pv I ~ 8, v = 1,... , m, I q - q I ~ 8, R(Yi) = Zi ,
i = 1,... , m2 , and R'(y~) = z; , j = 1,... , mI' Furthermore, with the above
restrictions PI, ... , Pm , q 'depend continuously on the variables Yi , y~. , Zi , z; .

J

Proof This result follows from an application of the Implicit Function
Theorem. Thus, one forms the system fia) = 0, JL = 1, , m + 1 where
a = (PI'"'' Pm, q, Yl ,... , Ym , y~ ,... , Y;" , Zl ,... , Zm , Z~ , , Z;"), f,,(a) =

2 1 2 1

PI + + Pmyr;:-l - (qy" + l)m Z", JL = 1, , m2 andfm +ia) = (qy~ + 1)
(P2 + + (m - 1) Pm(y~)m-2) - mq(Pl + Pm(y~)m-l)2_ (qy~ + l)m+lz~,
JL = 1, , ml · Observe that the point ao = (PI"'" Pm, q, YI ,... , Ym , Yi ,... ,_ _ _ _ 2 1

Y-i , R( Y-I),'''' R(jim ), R'(jii ), ... , R'(jii )) satisfies this system. Thus, since
ml 2 1 m1

each function of this system has continuous first partials with respect to
each of the variables of a (or components) we need only prove that Jacobian,
lea), of the system with respect to PI, ... , Pm, q has a nonzero determinant
at a = ao • Now, by using the equalities Zi = R( Yi) and z; = R'(ji;) and
adding (m + 1) q times the vth row to the JLth row where JL > n:2 and
Yv = Yiu-m. ' det(l(ao)) becomes

-m-I
Yt

-m-I
Ym2

-mYil'(Yi1)

- mP(ji;l)

Assuming that m l > 0, replace Yi in the (m2 + I)st row by t and set G(t)
1

equal to the resulting function of t. Note that G E JIm _ l and G( Yi) is
1

det(l(ao)). Define H(t) by H(t) is det(l(ao)) with the (m2 + I)st row replaced
by «qt + 1), t(qt + 1),... , tm-l(qt + 1), -mtP(t)). Note that HE JIm,
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H'(t) = G(t) and H(yv) = 0, v = 1,... , m2 , H'(y;) = O,j = 2,... , mi so that
H has m zeros counting multiplicites. Thus, if Ii =¢; 0 then H can have no
more zeros. Hence, if we can show H =¢; 0 then it will follow that H'( Yi ) =1= 0_ 1

and so det(J(llo» =1= 0 as desired. Now H(-1/q) = (_1)m+m, (m/q) P(-1/q) D
where D is the determinant obtained from det(J(ao»by deleting the (m + l)st
column and the (m2 + l)st row. Since P and Qhave no common factors
we have that P(-l/q) =1= O. But now adding (-q) times the vth row to the
p.th row where p. > m2 and Yv = Yil"_m, (note the row containing Yi

l
is

gone from D, this is applied to the rows containing Yi ,... , Yim) and then
2 1

factoring out (qYi + 1) from row m 2 + p. - 1, p. = 2,... , mi shows that
D equals a nonzer~ constant times a determinant which is known to have a
nonzero value. A similar proof works for the case that mi = 0 (no derivatives
present). In this case one simply replaces YI in the first row by t and proceeds
as above without referring to derivatives. Finally, to guarantee that R E rim
we require that 8 < Iq I. I

Lemma 2.4 gives a pointwise local solvency property when mi = 0,
pointwise in the sense that the 81 and 8 depend upon the points at which
the functions are being evaluated. In order to prove the necessity of our
local characterization we need the following zero-counting property. Here
we shall assume that & > 0 is finite, & :( IX.

LEMMA 2.5. Let R(x) = P(x)/Q(x) = CPI + ... + Pmxm-I)/(qx + 1)m E rim
be nondegenerate and q > O. Suppose 0:( YI < Y2 < ... < Ym :( & and
ji E [0, IX] - {YI ,... , Ym}. Let 81 > 0 and 8 > 0 be chosen corresponding
to P/Q and the point set {YI ,... , Ym, y} according to Lemma 2.4 with mi = O.
Finally,for all a, 1 a I :( 81 , let Ra(x) = Pa(x)/Qa(x) = (PIa + ... + Pmaxm- I)/
(qax + l)m be the unique function E rim which satisfies RoC Yi) = R( Yi),
i = 1,... , m, Ra(y) = R(y) + a, IPia - Pi I :( 8, i = 1,... , m, and Iqa - q I :( 8.
Then there exists 82 > 0 such that if 0 < I a I :( 82 , then the only zeros
of Ra - R in [0, &] are YI ,... , Ym and R a - R changes sign at each of these
that are in (0, &).

Proof Suppose not. Then there exists a; -+ 0, a; =1= 0 for all j such that
Ra - R either has an additional zero at Ya E [0, &] ,....., { YI ,... , Ym} or R a - R
fails to change sign at one of the points Yv E (0, &). In both cases we write Ya.
for the additional zero with the understanding that Ya = Yz for some I
means that R a . - R does not change sign at Yz in this ca~e. By passing to a
subsequence, ~e may assume that Ya. -+ y* E [0, &] where here we are using
our assumption that &is finite. We c:.ow consider two cases.

Case 1. y* rt {Yi}i"~I' Choose 8t > 0 and 8* > 0 corresponding to
P/Q and the point set {YI ,... , Ym , y*} according to Lemma 2.4 with mi = O.
Then for j sufficiently large we have that IYa - y* I :( 8t, I Ra(Ya) -, , ,
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R(y*)1 ~ st, IPia - Pi I ~ S*, for i = I,... , m and [qa - q I ~ S* since
the parameters P;a ,... , Pma, q depend continuously upon the remaining
parameters (so that Raj converges uniformly to R on compact subsets of
[0, <x)). Now, Ra. and R agree at the points j\ ,... , Ym , Ya. so that by the
uniqueness part 'of Lemma 2.4 we must have Ra == R which is a contra-
diction since Ra (y) =1= R( y). ',

Case 2. Suppose y* = YI for some I. Choose st > ° and S* > °
corresponding to the point set {Yl ,... , Ym} according to Lemma 2.4 with
m1 = I and i1 = I. Then for j sufficiently large we have that IYa. - YI I ~ st,
I R'(y) - R'( YI)1 ~ St for all Y in the closed interval Ii with endpoints
Ya and Yl' IPia - Pi I ~ S*, i = 1,... , m and I qa. - q I ~ S*. Now from

:1 ,i _ :1 _

the fact that Ra - R' is continuous on Ii and Ra. - R vanishes at Ya. and YI
; , _ :1 1 I

we have by Rolle's Theorem that Ra - R' vanishes at some point YI Eli
; i

provided Ya =1= Yl' If Ya = Yl (for some j) then YI E (0, &) and we have
that R;. - R' is zero at Yl since Ra , - Rdoes not change sign at this point, .-
in this case. Thus, Y; E Ii with R; (y; ) = R'(y;) in either case. Also,i _, i _ :1 _

IY; - Yll ~ st and I R; (Y;) - R'(YI)I = I R'(y;) - R'(YI)1 ~ St. Thus,
j i , :1 _

by the uniqueness part of Lemma 2.4 we must have that Ra == R for j
i

sufficiently large since these functions agree at Yl ,... , Ym and their derivatives
agree at Y;. , which is our desired final contradiction. I,

With these results we are now ready to prove our local characterizing
theorem which is an alternation-type result.

THEOREM 2.6. Let m > 0. Then a nondegenerate R(x) = (PI + ... +
PmXm-1)/(qx + l)m E rllm with q > °is a local best approximation to fE qo, <x]
on [0, <x] from rllm if and only if the error curve E(x) = f(x) - R(x) has at
least m + 2 alternating extreme points. (If <x = 00, then we require
limx_,,'/(x) = 0.)

Proof The necessity of this alternation now follows by the arguments
of Theorem 7.3 [6, pp. 10-12] for varisolvent functions (m + 1 is the number
corresponding to the degree of varisolvence there). Lemma 2.5, above,
is needed for constructing a better approximation that R when R has less
than m + 2 alternating extreme points. If °and <x are both extreme points,
a straightforward extension of Lemma 2.5 may be needed. For the case
that <x = 00, we note that since both f and R tend to °as x -+ 00 we may
replace [0, (0) by [0, a], &finite such that for x ~ &, If(x) I+ IR(x)I ~ /l-m(f)/4
(assuming /l-m(f) > 0, i.e., fi rllm). Since the points at which Ra will be
constructed will be in [0, &] and the coefficients of Ra converge to the
respective coefficients of R as a -+ °we can also guarantee that I Ra(x) I ~
/l-m(f)/2 for x ~ & when a is sufficiently small. Thus, we need only work
on [0, &] and hence the proof given in [6] will apply. Finally, we observe
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that the constant error curve difficulty for varisolvent families as described
in [2] does not occur here, since :itm is closed under scalar multiplication.

For the sufficiency, suppose R(x) = (PI + ... + Pmxm-1)/(qx + l)m E :itm
is nondegenerate, q > 0 and !(x) - R(x) has m + 2 alternating extreme
points at Yl ,... , Ym+2 where 0:(; Yl < Y2 < ... < Ym+2 :(; ex (Ym+2 finite).
If R is not a local best approximation, then for each OJ > 0 we can find
Rix) = (Pli + ... -+- PmjXm- 1)/(QjX -+- l)m E :itm such that II! - R j II <
II! - R II, IPo - Pi I :(; OJ, i = 1,... , m, and I qj - q I :(; OJ. Let OJ --+ 0
and let {Rj } be a corresponding set of functions in:itm where we shall assume
that II! - R j II :(; II! - R II and R j =I=- R rather than II! - R j II < Ii! - R II·
We shall show that this leads to a contradiction, proving our desired result
and also that R is locally unique. For each j, let Yij be a zero of Rj - R
in [Yi, Yi+l], i = 1,... , m + I. By going to subsequences, we may assume
that Yo --+ Y; E [Yi , Yi+l] where we observe that Y; = Y;+l is possible for
some i, but yt = yt+l = Y;+2 can never occur. Similar equalities are possible
for {Yij}~11 for each j and if Yij = Yi+Li for some i and j, then R j - R
and R; - R' vanish at Yij' Suppose that for some i, I :(; i :(; m + I,
Y; = yt+l (= Yi+l)' Then, if for some j Yij =F Yi+Li then by Rolle's theorem
there exists Y;j E (Yij , Yi+u) such that R;(Y;j) = R'(y;J. IfYo = Yi+U ~= Yi+l
then R;( Yi+l) = R'( Yi+1) and we define Y;j = Yi+l in this case. Thus,
Y;j --+ Yi+1 as j --+ 00. However, this implies that for sufficiently large j we
must have R j == R by Lemma 2.4 which is our desired contradiction. Indeed,
there are two possibilities to be considered.

Case I. yt < Y: < ... < Y';;+l . In this case we apply Lemma 2.4 with
m1 = 0 to F/Q with respect to these points (i.e., Yi of Lemma 2.4 is y't)
withYi of Lemma 2.4 set equal tOYij, i = I, ... , m + I,jfixed, andzi = R(Yij),
i = 1,... , m + 1. Then, for j sufficiently large we have that R j satisfies the
conclusion of Lemma 2.4 (i.e., coefficients of R j sufficiently close to respective
coefficients of Rand RiYij) = Zi with IYij - yt I and I Zi - R( yt)1 small).
But R also satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 2.4 and since both Rand R j E:itm

we have by the uniqueness of Lemma 2.4 that Rj == R.

Case 2. y~ = y~ +1 , ... , y~ = y~ +1' In this case we apply Lemma 2.4
III 1

with m1 = I to the points {Y1 ,..., Ym-I+1} (a listing of the distinct points
of yr, ...,Y';;+I) and the points {Yn ,... , Yn}' Letting JLi be the first index v1 ,

such that Yvk --+ Yi as k --+ 00, i = I, ... , m - 1+ 1, we take the Yi of Lemma
2.4 as Y".k (k fixed) and Zi = R(Y"k)' i = 1,... , m - 1+ 1. We also take
the Y; or'Lemma 2.4 as Y~k (see defi'nition just prior to case 1 of this proof)
and :l; = R'(Y~k)' j = I, ..'., l. The desired result then follows immediately
as in Case I, with k playing the role that j did in Case 1. I

COROLLARY 2.7. Suppose R(x) = F(x)/Q(x) = (PI + ... + Pmxm-1)/
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(qx + 1)'" E ~m is a local best approximation to f(x) from ~'" on [0, ex]
and R is nondegenerate with q > O. Then, R is locally unique.

COROLLARY 2.8. If R(x) = (PI + ... p",X"'-l)(qx + 1)'" E ~'" is a best
approximation to f(x) from ti", on [0, ex], R is nondegenerate and q > 0, then
f(x) - R(x) has at least m + 2 alternating extreme points.

The converse of Corollary 2.8 is most likely false since in the m = 3
case, f(x) = e'" and ex = 00 we have essentially at least two best local
approximations: Rl(x) = (1.00805 - 0.270l0x + 0.OI447x2)(0.27127x + 1)3
with error norm 8.05002 X 10-3, achieved at the extreme points 0, 0.462,
2.178,6.876 and 37.250 (with eX - Rl(x) < 0 at 0) and R2(x) = (0.98663 +
2.52827x - 0.44972x2)(1.05109x + 1)3 with error norm 1.33720 x 10-2

,

achieved at the extreme points 0, 0.172, 0.872, 2.950, 13.226 (with
eX - R2(x) > 0 at 0). These approximations were computed over a 20,001
poi'nt equally spaced grid imposed on [0, 40]. Although coefficients given
above rounded, using the actual coefficients computed the absolute errors
at the extreme points in each case agreed to at least 15 significant figures.
It seems very likely that a theoretical argument can be given starting with
these two functions to show that at least two distinct local best approximations
exist for this problem.

We can extend some of our results for ~'" to the other possible con
figurations of the denominator of members of ~"" If ml '00" m l > 0 and
ml + ... + ml = m, we define ti"'I....."" = {R = P(Q: P EII"'_l' Q(x) =
(qlx + 1)"'1 ... (qlX + 1)"'1, O:OS: ql < ... < ql}' Although in general we
cannot expect existence of best approximations from ~ml""''''' since the
set of allowable coefficients is not closed, we have

THEOREM 2.9. Let I > 0, ml "00' ml > 0, and ml + ... ml = m. Then a
nondegenerate R(x) = (PI + .. , + p",X",-l)(qlx + 1)"'1 '" (q1x + I)"" E
~"" mt with ql > 0 is a local best approximation toJE C[O, ex] from
'~ml, m, if and only if the error curve E(x) = f(x) - R(x) has at least
m + I + 1 alternating extreme points. (If ex = CXJ, then we require
lim",~oof(x) = 0). Furthermore, in this case R is locally unique.

The proof of this theorem requires only proving the analog of Lemma 2.4
for tim""""'1 . This proof is more involved than the proof of Lemma 2.4,
but follows the same lines; the variable row of H(t) turns out to be
(((ilt + 1) '" (q1t + 1)'00" t"'-l(liIt + 1) '" ({itt + 1), -mlt(iM + 1) ...
(q1t + 1) P(t), ... , -m1t(qlt + 1) '" (q'-lt + 1) pet»~.

As two consequences of this result we note first that if a nondegenerate
best approximation R toffrom ~'" with all denominator coefficients positive
is such thatf - R has only m + 2 alternating extreme points, then R E ~m ;

second, if a nondegenerate best approximation R to f from ~'" has all its
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denominator coefficients positive and distinct, then R is actually the unique
best approximation to f from 9t';;:-I[O, ex] = {R = PfQ: P E IIm- 1 , Q E IIm ,
Q > 0 on [0 ,ex]}.

So far we have always constrained the numerator polynomial to lie
in IIm-I , but if we replace IIm_1 by IIn and replace m by n + 1 in all expres
sions of numbers of alternating extreme points, then everything still goes
through as long as n < m or ex < 00. If n = m and ex = 00, we conjecture
that the results still go through if limx~",f(x) exists and is finite; in this case
00 may be an extreme point in the alternation theorems.

3. RESULTS FOR f(x) = eX AND ex = 00

In this section we describe the preceeding theory for the special case that
I(x) = eX and Cl: = 00. It was this special case that motivated this general
study and a report on this special case can be found in [4]. By the preceding
section we have that there exist best approximations to eX on [0, 00) from
both 9t'm and Pim . In addition, for the space Pim we have an alternation
characterization of local best approximations and know that a local unique
ness result holds. As seen from the example at the end of the previous
section, we conjecture that there may exist more than one local best approxi
mation in this case as well as at least one global best approximation. Whether
or not there is precisely one global best approximation is not known.
Finally, we conjecture that there is a best approximation to eX from 9t'm
which is actually in Pim • In fact, we believe that each best approximation
to eX from &fm is in Pim (if more than one exists). We have proved this
stronger statement in the case that m = 2 [4]. Also, observe that the numerical
results given in [4] support this conjecture.

4. COMPUTATIONS

Our algorithms for computing approximations from 9t'm and Pim involve
linearizing the denominator by Taylor's theorem and setting up an iterative
procedure, using a combination Remes-differential correction algorithm
to compute an approximation at each inner stage. For &fmsetg(ql"'" qm, x) =

n~I (qiX + 1) and define !flqI '00" qm , x) = x I1:1,i#j (qiX + 1) for j =

1'00" m, !fO(ql ,00" qm ,x) = g(ql '00" qm , x) - L:~l qv!fvCql '00" qm ,x). If
R(x) = P(X)fI1:I (iiiX + 1), 0 ~ qi ~ q2 ~ ... ~ qm is an approximation
to f(x) at some step in the algorithm, then a new approximation
R(x) = (Po + PIX + ... + Pmxm-1)fI1:I (qiX + 1) is found by calculating
Po '00" Pm-I, qi '00" q", to minimize II/(x) - (Po + PIX + ... + Pmxm-I)f
(qI!fI(iiI ,00" qm, x) + ... + qm!fm(ql '00" qm, x) + !fO(ql '00" ii", ,x))il over a
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finite subset T of [0, (X], with the restrictions °~ ql ~ q2 ~ '" ~ qm ~ fJ
(where fJ depends on the approximation desired). The ordering restrictions
ql ~ ii2 ~ ... ~ qm were found to be necessary to obtain convergence.
Observe that the denominator in this problem is precisely the linearization
of g(ql ,... , qm , x) via Taylor's theorem applied to the first m independent
variables. The Pim algorithm uses the same approach; the linearized deno
minator for this algorithm is qmx(qx + l)m + [(1 - m) qx + 1] x
(qx + l)m-l == q!f;l(q, x) + !f;o(q, x).

If (X is a large finite number or (X = 00 (in which we case we consider
[0, &] instead of [0, (0) for some large finite a), and we wish to use a fairly
fine mesh in order to get an accurate approximation over [0, (X], then card(T)
will be large. Since this leads to a large and difficult linear programming
problem and can cause storage problems in the differential correction
algorithm we used the Remes-Difcor algorithm [3] for calculating the
linearized minimum. This algorithm applies the differential correction
algorithm to certain small subsets of T chosen in such a manner (depending
on alternation) that convergence to the solution on T occurs. Thus, we had
no a priori guarantee that this would work since a standard alternation
theory has not been developed for this problem; however, in most cases
both inner and outer algorithms converged and we obtained approximations
satisfying Theorem 2.9. Although a precise study of these algorithms remains
to be done, we conjecture that the Pim algorithm will converge (assuming the
convergence of the inner iterations) if the initial guess for the denominator
coefficient is sufficiently good. We make no such conjecture for the film

algorithm as presently constituted, since if iii = qi+l at some stage, then
!f;i(ql , ... , qm , x) == !f;i+lCiil ,... , qm , x), and the qi and qi+l at the next stage
will not be uniquely determined. In practice the Remes-Difcor algorithm
has chosen qi and qi+l at the next stage so that either qi = qi-l (or qi = °
if i = 1) or qi+l = qi+2 (or qi+l = fJ if i = m - 1).

As an example, consider the problem of approximating the function f
on [0, 20] by functions of the form

with °~ ql ~ q2 ~ q3 ~ 10, where f is defined by

f(x) = 6.7x - 9,

29 49
=30 x -T5'

4
3 '

o ~x ~ 1,

1 ~ x ~ 2,

2 ~ x ~ 4,
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173
= 300 x - 3.64,

661 1979
= - 2700 x + 675 '

32,653 29,341
= 65,340 x - 32,670 '

4 :os;; x :os;; 8,

8 :os;; x :os;; 16,

16 :os;; x :os;; 20.

Applying the fllrn algorithm with m = 3, replacing II2 in the numerator by III ,
we obtained

1.00000x - OO0סס.10

RI(x) = (0.25000x + 1)(0.50ooox + 1)2 .

In accordance with Theorem 2.9 and the remarks following that theorem
there were five alternating extreme points; these occurred at 0, 4, 8, 16,
and 20, with f(O) - RI(O) = 1.000000000. This was obtained using the
actual denominator coefficients as the initial guess; using instead the initial
guess iiI = 0.23, ii2 = iia = 0.55 produced ql = 0.24637, q2 = qa = 0.50256
after one iteration, but the next iteration produced ql = q2 = 0.25000,
qa = 0.75000, the following iteration produced ql = q2 = 0.31250, qa =
0.62500, and the algorithm failed to converge after 12 iterations. Starting
with initial guess iiI = ii2 = 0.31869, iia = 0.50216 (these were obtained by
running the algorithm for 12 iterations with initial guess iiI = 0.1, ii2 = 0.4,
iia = 0.7), after 4 iterations we obtained the local best approximation

1.00011x - OO0סס.10

Rlx) = (0.31578x + 1)2 (0.62856x + I) ,

the extreme points were 0, 4, 8, 16, and 20 withf(O) - R 2(0) = .oo2717סס1.0

We also approximated the same1 on [0, 20] using the &lrn algorithm with
m = 3, again replacing II2 in the numerator by III' Using either initial
guess ii = 0.2 (this required 7 iterations) or q = 0.6 (6 iterations) we obtained
the local best approximation

R ( ) = 0.92290x - 9.22429 .
a X (0.38772x + l)a '

the alternating extreme points were 4, 8, 16 and 20, with 1(4) - Ra(4) =

-1.000011692. Using as initial guess ii = 1.4 (8 iterations), q = 1.8 (11
iterations), q = 4.0 (8 iterations), q = 6.0 (8 iterations) or q = 8.0 (9 itera
tions) we obtained the local best approximation

R ( ) = -112.16689x - 7.94741
4 x (2.69005x + 1P
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the alternating extreme points were 0, 0.12, 4, and 8, with/CO) - R4(0) =
-1.052593329.

All computations were done on a UNIVAC 1106 (which has roughly
18 decimal digits of accuracy in double precision), and for each of the
functions RI , R2 , Ra , and R4 the absolute values of the error at the extreme
points agreed at least to the accuracy printed out (10 significant figures).
For further numerical results see [4].

5. OPEN' QUESTIONS

We list some open questions, some of which were mentioned earlier.

1. Conjecture: The best approximation to e'" on [0, ex] from f!/lm is actually
in film (for all ex > 0 or for all ex sufficiently large and ex = 00).

2. Characterize those functions for which the best approximation from
f!/lm is actually in film •

3. Compute the constant of geometric convergence for dist(e"', f!/lm)

on [0, 00); that is, find q> 1 such that nmm~", [dist(e"', f!/lm)]l/m = I/q.
Is q = ij where ij is the geometric constant defined by nmm~",[dist(e"', P(x)/
(1 + x/m)m)]I/m = I/ij, where P(x) ranges over llm-I and 0 ~ x < 00
(see [7]).

4. What is the situation with regard to alternation if a local best approxi
mation is degenerate? For example, suppose R(x) = (PI + P2X)/(QX + 1)2
with q > 0 and qx + 1 is not a factor of j\ + P2X. Then 4 alternating
extreme points are necessary if R is to be a local best approximation to /
from fila, but probably not sufficient. Are 5 alternating extreme points
necessary and/or sufficient?

5. What is the situation when n ~ m and ex = 00 (see the conjecture
at the end of Section 2) ?

6. Conjecture: If the denominator doefficient is chosen sufficiently
close to that of a local best approximation from film , then the film algorithm
will converge to it (assuming the inner iterations converge).

7. How many local best approximations are there?

8. When will global uniqueness occur?
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